This article compares the different variations of the octree and kd-tree structures used to create a control space based on a set of discrete metric pointsources. The created control space supervises the generation of the mesh, providing efficient access to the required information on the desired shape and size of the mesh elements at each point of the discretized domain. The structures are compared in terms of computational and memory complexity as well as regarding the accuracy of the approximation of the set of discrete metric sources in the created control space structure.
Introduction
Meshes are used in many applications -the simulation of processes, visualization, object reconstruction, image analysis, etc. In each case, a mesh must meet a number of criteria related to the geometry of the domain and other requirements specific to the issue. In the process of generating and adapting meshes, it is important to properly determine the desired size and shape of the elements at each point of the modeled object. Geometric-and problem-specific information may be inconsistent and introduce different descriptions of the desired mesh element size in some subdomains. At the preprocessing stage, it is necessary to gather and unify various bits of information; at that point, the appropriate methods dedicated to smoothing the sizing should be applied. Automated determination of the proper size and shape specifications plays a key role in effective mesh generation.
There are two ways to adjust element size and mesh gradation. The first approach is based on an a posteriori and iterative remeshing evaluation [8, 9] . Other methods that are more widespread nowadays correct and smooth the so-called sizing field before the actual mesh generation. A separate problem in this second approach is how to store, retrieve, and process metric information for this field. The auxiliary structures dedicated to this purpose may have the form of a Cartesian mesh (either homogeneous [22] or adapted [3] ), background mesh [7, 19, 21, 24] , or quadtree/octree [18, 20, 23] . Recently, the application of a kd-tree was also proposed by the authors of [16] . Each of these structures has its advantages and disadvantages. It is necessary to assess the size of the memory required by the structure as well as the time it takes to create and access the information. It should not be forgotten that, in the mesh-generation process, the structure will be continuously searched to determine the appropriate size field at the specified point of the domain. While a background mesh is more easily adapted locally and generally takes up less memory, for example, finding the item containing the queried point of space takes a lot of time. Tree structures (octree and kd-tree) may need more memory, but they are more efficient with respect to time. In the methods developed by the authors, an octree as well as kd-tree control space 1 is used.
Some authors rely on the sizing field mainly for the length of the mesh edges, which (depending on the method) may result in the limitation of the adaptation to isotropic meshes. In our approach, the basic value stored in the control space is the metric, which also makes it easy to generalize the problem of mesh adaptation to anisotropic meshes. The use of metrics in the process of constructing meshes is now widespread [1, 2, 5, 6, 17] .
We use a Riemannian metric M that varies locally in different subdomains and which is then introduced into the generator as the operator defining the desired size and shape of the elements. Additionally, the concept of metric transformation tensor M was introduced in order to increase the efficiency of using the metric in the generator. The relationship between metric M and tensor M has been described in detail in previous works (e.g., [12] [13] [14] ). The sources of the metric are different depending on the nature of the area and the specific application of the mesh, so they may have an unacceptably large discrepancy. A metric taken from many sources must therefore be properly introduced and unified in the control space. The methods used to create and adapt the octree control space are described in greater detail in [10, 13, 15] . In [16] , a kd-tree-based control space structure was proposed and compared with octree. Tests were based on the adaptation of a control space structure to continuous metric sources. This paper focuses on the problem of adapting a control space to discrete metric sources combined with adjusting the metric gradation in the control space.
Kd-tree and octree structures
The considered structure of a discrete control space is based on a three-dimensional tree. The proposed kd-tree structures were created based on a general form of kdtree [4] with modifications introduced by the authors (with respect to the kd-tree application as a control space structure for mesh generation and adaptation).
The single main node of the tree is the size of the meshing domain bounding box. During adaptation, the tree nodes (called tree elements for consistency with the meshing terminology) are successively split, forming new cuboid tree elements. The leaf nodes (tree leaves) are mainly used to store metric-related information; other (non-leaf) tree elements contain information about the split. The information about the metric is stored in the form of a control node structure consisting of two fields: the metric transformation tensor and coordinates associated with this node.
Three variations of kd-trees and three variations of octrees were implemented:
• kd-tree-L (K L ) -kd-tree structure with control nodes stored in leaves, • kd-tree-Li (K Li ) -kd-tree structure with control nodes stored in leaves and additional interpolation of metric based on adjacent leaves using formulas derived from 27-nodes quadratic hexahedral shape functions, • kd-tree-V (K V ) -kd-tree structure with control nodes stored in vertices of leaves and interpolation of metric using 8-node linear shape functions, • octree-L (Ko L ) -octree structure with control nodes stored in leaves, • octree-LB (Ko LB ) -balanced octree structure with control nodes stored in leaves, • octree-V (Ko V ) -octree structure with control nodes stored in vertices of leaves and interpolation of metric using linear shape functions.
On the main level, each tree structure contains a pointer to the root of the tree. Vertex-based trees (K V and Ko V ) also have an additional container for metric control nodes, which are referenced in the leaves. The connectivity organization of the vertices in the tree leaves is shown on Figure 1 . The procedure of retrieving the metric value at any point within the meshing domain using the tree-based control space structures begins with finding the tree leaf containing the given point (starting from the main tree element and traversing the elements following the splitting information stored in the non-leaf elements). Then, depending on the tree type, the metric is either returned directly from the control node stored in this leaf (K L , Ko L and Ko LB ) or the resultant metric value is calculated using a set of control nodes (from the leaf vertices or leaf neighbors) and a set of appropriate shape functions (K Li , K V and Ko V ).
The elements of the trees may contain the following data (depending on the type of tree and the type of tree element):
• metric values -stored only in the leaves in the form of control nodes. For leafbased trees, one control node is stored in each leaf with coordinates equal to the middle of the leaf box. For vertex-based trees, the control nodes are stored in the container defined on the main level of the tree; each leaf stores eight references to control nodes. In this way, the control nodes may be shared between some neighboring tree elements ( Fig. 1 ). • splitting data -used only in the non-leaf tree elements. For kd-trees, the axis and value of the splitting hyperplane is stored together with two references to the children elements. For octree structures, the splitting (middle) point is stored together with eight references to the children elements. • neighboring tree elements -stored only in the leaves in the form of references to the adjacent tree elements. This information is required in order to facilitate the sharing references to the control nodes for the vertex-based trees, the interpolation of the metric values for K Li , balancing Ko LB , and the smoothing of the gradation of the leaf-based trees.
Adaptation of control space
Two families of control space structures based on an octree and kd-tree are described in this article. The presented work concentrates on the adaptation of a control space structure resulting from the insertion of additional discrete metric sources. These types of sources provide only partial information about the metric available at discrete points. Such metric information can also be introduced in various time frames; e.g., resulting from the subsequent stages of creating the mesh. The area of influence of individual sources depends on their locations and the metrics associated with them; however, it should be noted that the difficulty is also due to the fact that they are potentially unevenly distributed. Discrete sources can define very diverse metrics; as a consequence, this requires the smoothing of the metric field and, thus, the control space. Regarding complexity, it is also important that there may be a potentially large amount of source data. All of these factors make it necessary to modify the procedures of construction and adaptation of the control space (as compared to the case of continuous sources).
Introduction of discrete metric sources
For each point-source Q with associated metric (Q, M Q ), the following general procedure is used first:
where δ M is a metric non-conformity measure 2 [17] . 3. Calculate new metric transformation tensor M Q as an intersection 3 (min M ) [15] of the metric tensor defined in the point-source and the metric tensor calculated from the current CS:
4. If the modification is negligible (Eq. 3), no adaptation is necessary (stop)
5. If the size of the current leaf (calculated as max(l x M , l y M , l z M ) with respect to the metric stored in the point-source where l d M is the metric length of a leaf along dimension d) is larger than the prescribed threshold (l min ), the leaf is split, and the procedure is recursively run for the leaf containing the new point-source. The maximum depth of the tree is also enforced. 6. After the structure has been adapted, the intersection operation for each control vertex V i of the leaf containing the new point-source is used:
The above procedure is general, but the fundamental operation of adapting the tree structure -the splitting of the leaves -is different between the implemented tree variations following the different data stored in the leaves of these structures. However, before the cuboid element of the kd-tree can be split, it is necessary to select the splitting plane.The splitting methods should be adapted to the discrete distribution of the metric sources. Compared to the procedures for continuous sources, two other splitting methods were chosen in this case that are better-suited to the available discrete metric information and less computationally expensive. The following methods were investigated:
1. Longest Axis (s L ). The element is split in the middle of the longest axis with a plane perpendicular to this axis ( Fig. 2(a) ). 2. Golden Ratio (s G ). The element is split by a plane perpendicular to the longest axis using the golden ratio formula, where the point-source should lie in the smaller part of the division if possible ( Fig. 2(b) ). 3. Minimum Element (s M ). The element is split by a plane perpendicular to the longest axis, setting the splitting plane close to the point-source (with a length margin of half of l min ) ( Fig. 2(c) ). In all cases, the lengths of the nodes' dimensions are calculated in metric space. 
Adjusting metric gradation
The metric field stored in the control space structure may come from different sources. In order to properly guide the meshing procedure, the metric field may need to be adjusted in a way that results in the desired transition of elements in the created meshes.
The procedure of enforcing the desired gradation of the mesh in control space is based on an elementary operation of adjusting the metric for a pair of points according to the defined gradation ratio parameter [13] . The general procedure consists of the following steps:
1. Gather all control nodes from the whole tree. 2. Construct the adjacency information, storing all of its neighboring nodes for each control node:
• for trees with control nodes stored in the tree vertices -the set of neighboring nodes consists of all control nodes from the vertices that are connected to the vertex of the selected node with a leaf edge ( Fig. 3(b) ), • for trees with control nodes stored in the tree elements -the set of neighboring nodes is gathered by inspecting all six faces of the selected leaf and including the control nodes from the nearest neighboring leaves for each face of the selected leaf ( Fig. 3(a) ).
Due to the locality of the connections between the tree vertices ( Fig. 1) , the maximum number of adjacent control nodes is limited to six in each case. 
Tests
The tests were designed to measure the quality of the created trees and the performance of the procedure of the control space adaptation. In all cases, the control space was created in domain 1] and initialized as a single tree leaf with a metric set of M max , which defines an isotropic metric with lengths of elements equal to half of the domain diagonal. Then, a number of discrete metric point-sources were generated and successively inserted into the control space. After inserting all point-sources, the gradation of the control space was adjusted respecting the prescribed parameter of the maximum gradation ratio.
In order to evaluate the required density of the discrete metric sources and its influence on the adaptation quality, the set of metric sources was created by sampling the predefined surfaces with the selected density. Different surfaces were tested as the base of the generated points, among which were the following:
• sphere with center at point [0,0,0] and radius of 0.8, • intersecting planes described by following equations:
For each selected point on the probed surface, the metric is assigned as
where h 1 , h 2 , h 3 are the lengths of the elements along the main directions. For greater flexibility in the tests, an additional parameter (s an = [s a , s n ]) was used; this allows us to introduce anisotropic metric sources by means of scaling the metric by s a in all directions and then by s n in the direction normal to the probed surface.
Test design
The adaptation process of all of the presented tree structures was analyzed. The tests were executed with varying densities of the input metric sources (ρ m ∈ {1.0, 0.5, 0.2}the lower the value, the higher the density of the sources). Other parameters changing during the tests were the minimum length of leaf edges l min , maximum depth of the tree, approximation accuracy threshold δ τ , gradation ratio g r , and coefficient s an . Three methods for splitting the tree element boxes were tested: the longest axis (S L ), golden ratio (S G ), and minimum element (S M ). For each case, the following quantities were measured:
• average access time (t a ) -a uniform grid of points in D was created; for each point, the metric value was retrieved from the tree structure, then the average value was calculated, • creation time (t c ) -total time required for adaptation of the tree structure to the given set of discrete metric sources, • approximation error (δ max ) -maximum value of difference δ M between the kdtree's/octree's approximation and the value computed directly from the set of metric sources, • tree size -the number of tree elements, number of metric values stored in the tree, and total memory usage of the tree structure (m u ).
Analysis of results
A presentation of all of the obtained results is not possible due to their size, which is a consequence of the many parameters taken into account. Because of this, only selected results are presented. The tables below are limited to selected cases where the point sources were generated on a sphere. The other tested examples gave comparable characteristics of the results and led to similar conclusions. In the presented case, structures were created with coefficients g r = 1.25 and s an = [2.0, 1.0], and the maximum tree depth for the kd-trees is equal to 42; for the octree structures, this is equal to 14.
The analysis was mainly carried out while paying particular attention to the computational and memory efficiency of various versions of the kd-tree and octree structures as well as the approximation accuracy for these structures. 4 Table 1 contains selected results showing the effect of given approximation accuracy threshold δ τ on the size of the trees for the two chosen densities of the metric sources.
Time and memory efficiency
The size of the trees Ko LB is remarkably larger than the rest. On the other hand, the kd-trees with splitting s M are too small. As a detailed further analysis has shown, these trees have been insufficiently adapted to the metric field. For the remaining trees, the prescribed δ τ for a given source density has a significant impact on the size of the trees regardless of their type. The density of the metric sources affects the size of the trees, but not that much. It can be seen that the sizes of the vertex-based trees are larger, which is understandable in view of how the metric information is stored in them. Comparing splitting methods s L and s G , it is worth noting that splitting s G results in kd-trees of smaller sizes in most cases; however, with the high source density and high required accuracy, the proportions change to the disadvantage of this technique. Table 2 illustrates the results for the creation and adaptation time t c of the control spaces. Except for Ko LB trees (for which the t c time is far too long), the creation time is slightly shorter for the trees based on leaves. This time naturally increases with the density of sources ρ m and required accuracy δ τ (but differently for each type of structure). The access time is presented in Table 3 . It can be seen that the tree size has no significant effect on the access time; the access time is more related to the type of tree. The method of creating K Li determines the longer access times. Octree structures are large in size; on the other hand, they offer rather short access times. Longer access times for the kd-trees with the s M splitting method are again associated with their incorrect adaptation to the given metric. 
Approximation accuracy
The evaluation of the accuracy of the approximation of the metric field was performed by means of two coefficients. Coefficient δ S max was calculated as the maximum metric difference between the original data (the set of discrete metric sources) and the metric field in the control space tree structure (measured for all coordinates of the discrete metric sources). δ R max is the maximum metric difference computed via a regular probing of the whole testing domain D. In this case, the metric retrieved from the adapted control space was compared to the metric value calculated directly from all discrete metric sources using gradation adjustment for each tested point.
The only non-zero values of δ S max are observed for K Li because of the way this tree is created (where complex metric interpolation is used). It can be concluded that the application of complex metric interpolation methods for control space tree structures does not significantly improve the quality of these structures. Table 4 shows the values of coefficient δ R max for the selected model of metric source distribution. The results are satisfactory except for Ko LB structures and kdtrees with s M splitting. The lowest values were noted for K V trees with splitting s L . Although the size of these types of trees are slightly larger and the times of their creation are slightly longer than the others, they give acceptable access times and provide the best accuracy. An analysis of all of the results leads to one more conclusion regarding the permissible tree depth. This depth cannot be too small, as this results in the creation of structures that do not sufficiently approximate the metric field (especially the varied one). Setting a maximum depth for kd-trees to 20 made refining the approximation accuracy threshold almost pointless, as the trees were not able to sufficiently adapt to the higher quality requirements. On the other hand, if the permissible depth is too high, the tree may be too large and unnecessarily increase the time and memory cost of the mesh-generation process. In the performed tests, the selected depth of 42 levels for the kd-trees and 14 for the octrees was sufficient to observe the effect of modifying the other parameters in most cases (the approximation accuracy threshold or density of the input metric sources). Still, for some types of trees (mostly octrees and vertex-based kd-trees), the possibility of deeper tree refinement (enforced with a lower value of the approximation accuracy threshold) had the undesired effect of substantially increasing the tree size while only slightly improving the δ R max value and actually decreasing the resultant mesh quality (as mentioned in the next paragraph).
Impact on created meshes
In order to verify the correctness of the construction procedures for the control spaces, appropriate meshes were created for all of the considered cases with the anisotropic mesh generator developed by the authors. The generator uses an iterative Delaunay triangulation technique with local non-Eculidean metric transformation [11] .
The quality of the mesh was measured using coefficient L R (among others), which determines the ratio of the number of edges with a metric length within a range of [0.8, 1.25] to the total number of edges in the mesh (the ideal metric length of the edges is equal to 1). The obtained values of this coefficient for the selected case are included in Table 5 . It can be seen that, for kd-trees with s M splitting, the quality of the mesh is low. Not much better results were obtained for the Ko LB trees. Other results are comparable; K V trees with s L splitting guarantee the best mesh quality. It should also be noted that it is not necessary to excessively increase the required accuracy of the control space (by decreasing coefficient δ τ ). Often, better results can be achieved with δ τ = 0.5 rather than δ τ = 0.2 (with the addition of a smaller tree size).
The figures below show examples of meshes (in cross-sections) generated using the developed control space structures. The mesh from Figure 4(a) was generated on the basis of the K V tree, which was created for discrete sources on the sphere sampled with density ρ m = 1. The threshold δ τ used in this example was 1, with g r equal to 1.25. The tree was split by the s L method. The maximum permissible depth of the tree was set at 30. The metric sources was set with some anisotropy (s an = [4.0, 0.25]), which caused the effects seen in the figure -the mesh elements in the area of the sphere are slightly elongated in a certain direction. The obtained L R -value was 0.7, and the generated mesh has 291,570 elements. Figure 4 (b) presents a mesh created using octree Ko V . For the density of the sources on the sphere, coefficients δ τ and g r were assumed as with the example from Figure 4 (a). The elements visible in the vicinity of the sphere are smaller and denser, as no anisotropy was introduced into the source metric in this case. The obtained L R -value was 0.79 in this case, and the number of mesh elements is 350,293. Figure 5 shows the mesh generated for the intersecting planes created using anisotropic metric sources.
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Conclusions
As in [16] , it has been shown that kd-trees are useful for constructing control space structures. This time, the focus was on the introduction of discrete metric sources into these structures. In most test cases, the kd-tree structures resulted in better meshes produced by the mesh generator at a lower memory cost for storing the control space structures. The leaf-based kd-tree seems to be a good overall candidatesimple, fast, and memory efficient. Leaf-based kd-trees with interpolation may result in a better quality of the generated meshes in some cases but at the cost of the increased complexity and lower speed. Vertex-based kd-trees are able to provide the best results in term of the resultant mesh quality; however, the downside is the increased size of the structure.
These tests were performed using evenly spaced metric sources. Further studies will provide for tests using more-anisotropic metric sources and irregular locations. It is also necessary to analyze the combination of both continuous and discrete metric sources in a single control space structure in order to properly assess the suitability of particular structures.
